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FIWWCIAL AND EXECUTIVE ARE LISTED AS ONE ITEM UNDER THE BUDGET BUT HAS TO BE BROKEN DOWN SEPARATELY
NOM FOR THE US FORH. ELECTION WILL HOU BE HIGHER BECAUSE THE TOWN CLERK'S SALARY IN THE PAST HAS BEEN
LISTED EXECUTIVE AND NOU WILL BE UNDER ELECTION.
THE NEH nS FORHS REQUIRE THAT INSURANCE AND LEGAL FEES BE LISTED AS SEPARATE ITEHS BUT FOR BUDGET
PURPOSES THEY ARE UNDER INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS SUCH AS POLICE, HIGHyAY, ETC.
DEPARTMENT ORIGINAL AMOUNT LEGAL INSURANCE BALANCE TO BE
EXPENDED PLACED ON MS
EXECUTIVE 8 LEGAL RSA 45,179.88 388.88 1,777.08 43,893.88
ELECTION & VITAL STATISTICS 11,445.88 115.88 11,338.88
FINANCIAL 35,292.88 686.88 34,684.88
(35,293. UAS ROUNDED DOUN TO 35,292. IN ORDER TO MAKE THE MS BALANCE UITH ACTUAL EXPENDITURES.
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STATE OF NEy HflHPSHIRE
THE POLLS UILL BE OPEN FROH 10:08 A.H. TO 7:88 P.I1.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Colebrook, in the County
of Coos, in the State of Hew Haipshire, qualified to vote in
Tmn Affairs:
You are hereby notified to leet at the Colebrook School
Gyinasiui in said Toitn of Colebrook on Tuesday, the 9th day
of Harch next, at 6:88 in the evening, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To bring in your ballots for the election of Tom
Officers to be elected by ballot for the Town of
Colebrook for the ensuing year.
2. To act upon all of the folloHing articles contained in
this Harrant.
3. To vote by ballot on the folloHing question:
Do you favor the continuation of the Town Hanager plan as
enforced by this town?
Pursuant to RSA 37:13 ballot to be prepared according to
RSA 37:15 (by petition)
4. To see if the Town will instruct the Selectmen to appoint
all other Town Officers as required by law.
5. To vote by ballot on the following questions:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Aiendient No. 1 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Aiendient 1. To remove article IV, &, A. sentence-The
periit application fee shall be ten dollars for single
faiily, residential structures and twenty five dollars
for iulti-faiily, cowercial, and industrial structures.
To replace article IV, 6, A. sentence-The periit
application fee shall be as set forth in the Colebrook
Planning Board fee schedule.
Are you in favor of the adoption of fliendient No. E to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Aiendient E. To reiove article IV, IE, C. The board of
Selectien or their designee, upon well founded inforiation
of any violation, is hereby authorized to initiate
iwediate steps for enforcement of this ordinance by
issuing due notice to stop and desist such violation and/or
to be subject upon conviction of ten dollars for each
day violation continues.
To replace article IV, IS, C. The board of Selectmen or
their designee, upon Hell founded inforiation of any
violation, is hereby authorized to initiate iiiediate steps
for enforceient of this ordinance by issuing due notice to
stop and desist such violation and/or to be subject upon
conviction to penalties up to the laxiiui alloHed by state
statue.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Aiendient No. 3 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Aiendient 3. To have a new paragraph added to article IV,
IE, F. as follows: If the periit applicant is the Town of
Colebrook or a departient or a subdivision thereof, and the
Town of Colebrook would be responsible for paying the fee,
the Colebrook Planning Board lay waive such fee.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Aiendient No. 4 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
Aiendient 4. To reiove article VI, 3. it shall be the duty
of the Planning Board to enforce the provisions of this
ordinance; upon any well-founded inforiation that this
ordinance is being violated the said Planning Board
shall, on its own initiative, take iiiediate steps to
enforce the provisions of this ordinance by seeking an
injunction against said violation or by other leans.
To replace article VI, 3. It shall be the duty of the Board
of Selectien to enforce the provisions of this ordinance;
upon any well-founded inforiation that this ordinance is
being violated the said Board of Selection shall, on its
(wn initiative, take iiiediate steps to enforce the
provisions of this ordinance by seeking an injunction
against said violation or by other legal leans.
Are /ou in favor of the adoption of Aiendient Ho. 5 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
ftiendient 5. To reiove article IX, sentence-This shall not
liiit the right of the Planning board to enforce such state
statutes and regulations as light apply to such violation.
To replace article IX, sentence-This shall not liiit the
right of the Board of Selectmen to enforce such state
statutes and regulations as light apply to such violations.
To see if the Town Hill vote to raise and appropriate the
aiount of $ 239,698.80 for General Government for the
ensuing year.
1) Executive
fi. To see if the Toho Hill vote to raise and appropriate the
sui of $ 5,680.88 to be added to the existing Capital
Reserve Fund.
1) Police Cruiser % 5,8M.M
9 wa Sbb> 0O
S. To see if the ToMn Mill vote to raise and appropriate the
sua of 108,808.88 to purchase a new grader and to
authorize the Hithdratial of $68,886.08 froi the Equipment
Purchasing Capital Reserve Fund, and the regaining
$28,888.88 to be raised by taxation.
18. To see if the Town nill vote to raise and appropriate the
sua of % 250,588.68 for the maintenance and expenses of
KighHa/s and Streets for the ensuing /ear.
1) HighHays $ 167,888.88
2) Street Lighting 16,568.^
3) Outside Road Paving 36,088.88
4) Rural Road Repairs 25,088.88
$ 250,586.88
11. To raise and appropriate the sua of $46,688.60 for the
purpose of Secondary Hater Systea, funds to be raised by
user fees.
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sua of
$207,164.66 for the expenses of the Colebrook Uater Uorks
and the Colebrook Sewerage Facilities.
1) Uater Departaent $ 112,278.68
2) Sewerage Facilities 174,034.N
$ 207,164.88
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the board of
Selectaen to adopt an ordinance establishing a aandatory
recycling prograa for the Town of Colebrook.
14. To raise and appropriate such subs as say be necessary for
Helfare for the ensuing year.
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15. To see if the unicipality Hill vote to change the purpose
of the existing ToMn of Colebrook Duip Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund to Tom of Colebrook Transfer Building and
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund and to appoint the Selectien
agents to expend froi the fund.
16. To see if the Town Hill vote to raise and appropriate the
sui of SSB, 506.06 for the proposed Transfer Station and to
authorize the Selectmen to nithdran froi the Tonn of
Colebrook Transfer Station Building and Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund the aiount of $ 55,000.00 and the regaining
$25,500.00 to be raised by taxation.
17. To see Hhat sui of one/ the Tonn Hill vote to raise and
appropriate for the laintenance and expenses of the
Sanitary Landfill/Transfer Station for the ensuing year.
1ft. To see if the Tonn Hill vote to raise and appropriate the
SUI of $7,500.00 for painting of the exterior and the
renovation of the second floor of the Tonn Hall.
1. Painting exterior $ 4,500.00
2. Renovation/second floor 3,000.N
$ 7,500.N
19. To see if the Tonn Hill vote to raise and appropriate the
SUI of $ 3,200.00 for Parks, Recreation, and Patriotic
Purposes.
1) Colebrook Skating Rink $ 2,700.N
2) Heiorial Day 500.00
$ 3,200.00
20. To see Hhat sui of loney the Tonn Hill vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of the Tonn Library for the
ensuing year.
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21. To see what sui of loney the Town will raise for capital
iaproveaents and equip*ent additions to the baseient of the
"HEy LibTary.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sui of $ 38,388.00 for the following agencies.
1) UCVH
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectien to
convey any Teal estate acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed
following a public auction, or the property lay be sold by
advertised sealed bids, or >ay be otherwise disposed of as
justice lay require, pursuant to RSA fiBcM.
2fl. To see if the Town will vote to accept, ratify and confin
the reports of Agents, Selectien, Auditors and all other
Town Officers, as contained in the Annual Report of said
Town of Colebrook for the year ending Deceiber 31, 1992.
29. To transact any other business that lay legally coie before
this leeting.





Selectien, Town of Colebrook




Selectien, Town of Colebrook
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OFFICIAL TOyN MEETING HIHUTES
TOWN OF COLEBROOK, HEU HAMPSHIRE
COLEBROOK, HEU HAMPSHIRE
The Moderator, NoTian Brungot, declared the 1992 Annual Town Heetinj
open at 6:88 p.i. The opening pra/er was said by Father Bellefeuille and
Pledge of Allegiance Has said.
Article 1 Officers elected by ballot froi 18:88 A.M. to 7:88 P.M.
Article 2 To act upon all of the folloHing articles contained in this warrant.
Article 3 Motion lade by John Forbes and seconded by Frederick King to
instruct the Selectmen to appoint all other Town Officers as
required by law.
Article 4 To vote by ballot on the following questions:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Aiendient No's. 1, 2, and 3,
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board?
Asendient 1. To allow 1x2 directional signs to be displayed by
periit in the quantity of one sign per change of direction froi a
state highway. 352 Yes, and 57 Ho.
Aiendient 2. To correct subsection of the Zoning Ordinance to
coiply with the rest of the Ordinances. 338 Yes, and 59 No.
Aiendient 3. To periit the Planning Board to extend building
penits without the need for a Board of Adjustient hearing. 311
Yes, and 114 Ho.
Article 5 Motion lade by yilliai Ueir and seconded by Donald Gilbert to
raise and appropriate the aiount of $224,888.88 for General
Sovernient for the ensuing year. Uendell Uoodard lade a
lotion to aiend this article to read for the aiount of i215, 888.88
this was seconded by Haven Haynes Jr. a voice vote was taken and
this aiendient was defeated. The Moderator then requested to
return to the original lotion of $224,888.88 which passed with a
voice vote.
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Article 6 Hotion lade by Parker Hicks and Seconded by Donald Gilbert
to raise and appropriate the amount of $180,366.00 for Public
Safety for the ensuing year, fl lotion was lade by Bernie Hicks
and seconded by Robert Hodge to aiend this article to read
$110,080.00 for the Police, voice vote and defeated. The Hoderator
then requested to return to the original lotion of $160,360.00,
voice vote and passed.
Article 7 Hotion lade by Donald Gilbert and Seconded by Uilliai Ueir to
raise and appropriate the sui of $113,000.00 to be added to the
existing Capital Reserve Funds. Granvyl Hulse lade the lotion to
delete Ho. 4) $18,080.00 seconded by Haven Haynes Jr. voice vote,
passed. Hotion lade by Uendell Uoodard and seconded by Peter
Rouleau to delete No. 3) $80,000.80 voice vote, passed. The
Hoderator then requested a vote on the regaining funds of
$17,000.00 voice vote and passed.
Article 8 Hotion lade by Uilliai Weir and seconded by Parker Hicks to
raise and appropriate the sui of $18,000.00 for a police
cruiser and to authorize Nithdraiial, in the aiount of $18,000.00
froa the Equipment Purchasing Capital Reserve Fund voice vote and
passed.
Article 3 Hotion aade by Leo HacKinnon and seconded by Albert Griffin
to raise and appropriate the sui of $13,000.00 to Rebuild
Hatchery Road froi Route 26 to Leo HacKinnons voice vote and
passed
Article 10 Hotion lade by Parker Hicks and seconded by Donald Gilbert
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
SUI of $344,500.00 for the laintenance and expenses of Highways
and streets for the ensuing year voice vote and passed.
Article 11 Hotion lade by Donald Gilbert and seconded by Granvyl Hulse To
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sui
of $233,064.00 for the expenses of the Colebrook Uater Uorks and
Colebrook Sewerage Facilities voice vote and passed.
Article 12 Hotion lade by Uilliai Ueir and seconded by Donald Gilbert
to raise and appropriate the sui of $110,808.88 for the
laintenance and expenses of the Sanitary Landfill for the ensuing
year voice vote and passed.
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ftrticle 13 notion lade by yilliai Gifford and seconded by Donald Gilbert to
raise and appropriate the sui of $47,770.88 for the support of
the Town Library for the ensuing year voice vote and passed.
Article 14 Notion lade by Parker Hicks and seconded by Donald Giltort
Hicks to see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sui of
$38,888.88 for the support of the Town Poor for the ensuing year
voice vote and passed.
Article 15 Motion lade by Parker Hicks and seconded by Donald Gilbert
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
SUI of $3,288.88 for Parks, Recreation, and Patriotic Purposes
voice vote and passed.
Article 16 Botion lade by Granvyl Hulse and seconded by Frederick King to
accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 17 Notion lade by Granvyl Hulse and seconded by Donald Gilbert to
accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 16 Notion lade by Uilliai Ueir and seconded by Donald Gilbert
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
SUI of $38,E51.88 for non-profit organizations voice vote and
passed.
Article 19 Notion lade by Bradley Sheltry and seconded By Granvyl Hulse
to accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 28 Notion lade by Bradley Sheltry and seconded by Granvyl Hulse to
accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 21 Notion lade by Frederick King and seconded by Bradley Sheltry to
accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 22 Notion lade by Granvyl Hulse and seconded by Frederick King to
accept the article as read voice vote and passed.
Article 23 Sally Uentzell as a thank you to Hr. yilliai Heir for his years
of service, requested a round of applause.
Notion lade by Granvyl Hulse and seconded by Haven Haynes Jr. to adjourn the
eeting at 9:45 p.i.
All Elected Officers present were duly installed.
Respectfully Subaitted,
Solange Hebert, Town Clerk
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DUTIES OF THE TO«H HflNflGER
RSA 37:6
POyERS AND DUTIES IN PflRTICULftR. THE TOWN HflNflGER SHALL HAVE THE
POWER AND IT SHALL BE HISXHER DUH:
I. TO ORGANIZE, CONTINUE, OR DISCONTINUE, FRON TIHE TO
TINE, SUCH DEPARTHENTS AS THE SELECTMEN HAY FROM TIHE
TO TIHE DETERHIIff.
II. TO APPOINT, UPON HERIT AND FITNESS ALONE, AND TO
REMOVE, ALL SUBORDINATE OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES UNDER
HISXHER CONTROL, AND TO FIX THEIR COHPENSATION.
III. TO ATTEND SUCH REGULAR OR SPECIAL HEETIN6S OF THE
SELECTMEN AS THEY SHALL REQUIRE.
IV. TO KEEP FULL AND COMPLETE RECORDS OF THE DOINGS OF
HISXHER OFFICE, AND TO RENDER TO THE SELECTMEN AH
ITEMIZED MONTHLY REPORT IH WRITING, SHOWING IN DETAIL
THE RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR THE PRECEDIHG MONTH
AHD ANNUALLY, OR OFTENER AT THE REQUEST OF THE
SELECTMEN, TO HAKE A SYNOPSIS OF ALL REPORTS FOR
PUBLICATION.
V. TO KEEP THE SELECTMEN FULLY ADVISED AS TO THE HEEDS OF
THE TOWN, WITHIN THE SCOPE OF HISXHER DUTIES, AND TO
FURNISH THEM ON OR BEFORE THE THIRTY FIRST DAY OF
JANUARY OF EACH YEAR A CAREFUL, DETAILED ESTIMATE IH
WRITING OF THE PROBABLE EXPEHDITURES OF THE TOtffl
GOVERHMEHT FOR THE ENSUING FISCAL YEAR, STATING THE
AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET THE INTEREST ON MATURING BONDS
AND NOTES OR OTHER OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS OF THE
TOWN, AND SHOWING SPECIFICALLY THE AMOUNT NECESSARY TO
BE PROVIDED FOR EACH FUND AND DEPARTMENT; AND TO SUBMIT
AT THE SAME TIME AN ESTIMATE IN WRITING OF THE AMOUNT
OF INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES OF REVENUE, EXCLUSIVE OF
TAXES UPON PROPERTY, AND OF THE PROBABLE AMOUNT
REQUIRED TO BE LEVIED AND RAISED BY TAXATION TO DEFRAY
ALL EXPENSES AND LIABILITIES OF THE TOWN. FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ENABLING THE TOWN MANAGER TO MAKE UP THE
ANNUAL ESTIMATE OF EXPENDITURES, ALL BOARDS, OFFICERS
AND COMMITTEES OF THE TOWN SHALL, UPON HISXHER WRITTEN
REQUEST, FURNISH ALL INFORMATION IN THEIR POSSESSION
AND SUBMIT TO HIHXHER IN WRITING A DETAILED ESTIMATE OF
THE APPROPRIATIONS REQUIRED FOR THE EFFICIENT AND
PROPER CONDUCT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DEPARTMENTS DURING
THE FISCAL YEAR.
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VI. TO EXflHINE OR CAUSE TO BE EXftWNED, WITH OR yiTHOUT
NOTICE, THE AFFAIRS OF ANY DEPARTMENT UNDER HIS\HER
CONTROL, OR THE CONDUCT OF ANY OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE
THEREOF; AND FOR THAT PURPOSE HE\SHE SHALL HAVE ACCESS
TO ALL TOWN BOOKS AND PAPERS, FOR THE INFORMATION
NECESSARY FOR THE PROPER PERFORMANCE OF HISNHER DUTIES.
VII. TO HAVE CHARGE, CONTROL, AND SUPERVISION, SUBJECT TO
DIRECTION OF THE SELECTMEN AND TO THE BY-LAWS OF THE
TOUH, IF ANY, OF THE FOLLOWING MATTERS:
(a) THE MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL WATER WORKS,
LIGHTING AND POWER SYSTEMS.
(b) THE CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIRING
OF ALL TOWN BUILDINGS AND OF ALL TOWN ROADS,
HIGHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, AND BRIDGES, EXCEPT AS
OTHERWISE SPECIALLY VOTED BY THE TOWN.
(c) THE PURCHASE OF ALL SUPPLIES FOR THE TOWN.
(d) THE POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS OF THE TOWN,
IF ANY.
(e) THE SYSTEM OF SEWERS AND DRAINAGE, IF ANY.
(f) THE LIGHTING OF STREETS, HIGHWAYS, AND
BRIDGES.
(g) THE SPRINKLING OF STREETS AND HIGHWAYS, THE
LAYING OF DUST AND THE REMOVAL OF SNOW.
th) THE MAINTENANCE OF PARKS, COMMONS AND
PLAYGROUNDS.
(i) THE CARE OF CEMETERIES.
<j) THE LETTERING, MAKING AND PERFORMANCE OF ALL
CONTRACT FOR WORK DONE FOR THE TOWN.
IN MUNICIPALITIES ADOPTING THE PROVISIONS HEREOF, THE
TOWN MANAGER SHALL SUPERSEDE ANY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
OR OTHER SUPERVISORY OFFICER OR OFFICERS PREVIOUSLY
ESTABLISHED, ELECTED OR APPOINTED TO HAVE
SUPERINTENDENCE OF ANY OF THE MATTERS SPECIFIED IN THE
FOREGOING PARAGRAPHS (a) TO (j) INCLUSIVE; EXCEPT THAT
HENSHE SHALL NOT SUPERSEDE, NOR SHALL ADOPTION OF THIS
CHAPTER IN ANY WAY IMPAIR THE AUTHORITY AND DUTIES OF,
FIRE ENGINEERS, THE COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC WORKS AND
HIGHWAYS AND HIS ASSISTANTS, OR ANY POLICE COMMISSION
CREATED BY ACT OF LEGISLATURE.
VIII. TO ADMINISTER THE POOR RELIEF OF THE TOWN, EITHER
DIRECTLY OR THROUGH A PERSON OR PERSONS APPOINTED BY
HIHNHER AND UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE SELECTMEN.
IX. TO PERFORM SUCH OTHER DUTIES, CONSISTENT WITH HISXHER




flPPROVftL OF VOUCHERS: THE TOWN HflNAGER HAY APPROVE VOUCHERS FOR
OBLIGATIONS INCURRED BY ANY DEPARTMENT OF WHICH HE\SHE HAS
SUPERVISION, AND, EXCEPT DURING HISXHER ABSENCE OR DISABILITY, THE
SELECTHEN SHALL NOT DRA« ORDERS FOR THE PAYMENT OF SUCH
OBLIGATIONS WITHOUT SUCH APPROVAL. THE SELECTHEN HAY THEMSELVES
APPROVE SUCH VOUCHERS, OR AUTHORIZE THEIR APPROVAL BY SOME OTHER
PERSON, IN THE EVENT OF THE ABSENCE OR DISABILITY OF THE TOWN
HANAGER.
IS
REPORT OF THE TOUN HANAIXR
THE ECOHOniC TIMES HAVE BEEN HftRD OH COLEBROOK AS IH OTHER AREAS
OF THE COUHTRY. THE CLOSING OF BOSE UAS A REAL TRAGEDY FOR US.
THERE IS A COnniTTEE OF SEVERAL CONCERNED INDIVIDUALS IN THE AREA
THAT ARE SEARCHING FOR INDUSTRY AND I SINCERELY HOPE THEY WILL BE
SUCCESSFUL AS COLEBROOK NEEDS INDUSTRY.
THIS YEAR «E WERE INFORHED THAT OUR LANDFILL yiLL FACE CLOSURE
EARLIER THEN «E HAD ANTICIPATED. FURTHER HONITORING WELLS «ILL
HAVE TO DE DRILLED AND SAMPLES TAKEN QUARTERLY DUE TO HIGH
CONCENTRATIONS OF VOC'S, OCTOBER 3, 1993 IS THE DEADLINE CLOSURE
DATE BEFORE WORE RIDGED ENFORCEMENT FOR CLOSURES ARE IMPOSED BY
THE EPA, SEVERAL OPTIONS ARE BEING CONSIDERED AND A TRANSFER
STATION IS ONE OF OUR SOLUTIONS.
ANOTHER AREA THAT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME HAS BEEN SPENT IS A
SECONDARY SOURCE OF HATER FOR COLEBROOK, AT PRESENT HE ONLY HAVE
ONE HELL IN THE MUNICIPAL PARKING LOT AND IF THIS FAILED OR BECAME
CONTAMINATED HE HOULD HAVE TO USE THE RESERVOIR UNTIL IT BECAME
EMPn THEN THERE HOULD BE NO HATER SUPPLY AND THIS HOULD EFFECT
ALL AREAS SUCH AS SCHOOLS, HOSPITAL AND OTHER ESSENTIAL AREAS.
THE FABRIC ROAD PROJECTS HERE CONTINUED THIS YEAR, INCLUDED HERE
SECTIONS OF EAST COLEBROOK, TITUS HILL, PIPER HILL, STEVENS/BELOIN
AND FISH HATCHERY ROADS. AT THIS TIME I UISH TO EXPRESS MY
APPRECIATION TO DR. AND MRS. BRUCE KATZ FOR THEIR COOPERATION AND
PATIENCE HHEN THE FISH HATCHERY PROJECT UAS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
A NEW EJECTOR PIT HAS INSTALLED ON COOPER HILL AT THE END OF
EDHARDS STREET. THE COMPLETE COST OF *19,8B0.08 HAS TAKEN CARE OF
UNDER FUNDS RAISED IN THIS YEARS BUDGET FIGURES AND RATES. USERS
AND TAXPAYERS HERE NOT IMPOSED HITH AN INCREASE OF RATES OR TAXES
FROM 1991 OR 1992.
THE AUDITORS HAD A FEH RECOMMENDATIONS HHICH HAVE BEEN ADDRESSED.
A) EACH DOCUMENT HAS BEEN EFFECTIVELY CANCELED.
B) HATER DEPARTMENT CUSTOMER DEPOSITS HAVE BEEN PLACED IN
THE METER FUND SAVINGS ACCOUNT FOR THE FUTURE PURCHASE OF
METERS.
C) AN EMPLOYEES PERSONNEL MANUAL HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY THE
BOARD AND THERE HAS BEEN A POLICY REGARDING ALL VACATION
AND SICK PAY INCLUDED IN THE SAME.
D) SEPERATE UARRANTS FOR THE ADDED TAXES ARE DRAWN AND
INSERTED IN THE WARRANT BOOKS AFTER THE ORIGINAL WARRANTS.
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E) THE CREDIT BflLflNCE ON THE YEAR END PROPERTY TAX
RECEIVABLE LISTS COULD NOT BE ELIMINATED BECAUSE OF OUR
COHPUTER PROGRAH.
WELFARE GUIDELINES AND A WORKFARE PROGRAM HERE ADOPTED BY THE
TOMH. THROUGH THESE GUIDELINES PEOPLE ELIGIBLE ARE COVERED, BUT
MUST «ORK FOR THE AHOUNT OF MONIES REQUESTED. NE« GUIDELINES WILL
NOH ALLOy THE TOHH TO PLACE AUTHORIZED MONIES ONTO DELINQUENT TAX,
HATER OR SEWER ACCOUNTS ONCE THE INDIVIDUAL REQUESTING ASSISTAICE
HAS COMPLIED WITH THE GUIDELINES. OUR BUDGET FOR 1993 HAS
$38,880.68 OUR EXPENDITURES HERE $5,656.87 A SAVINGS OF
$24,343.13. LAST YEAR BEFORE THESE POLICIES HERE IMPLEMENTED OUR
EXPENDITURES HERE $23,258.53.
IN CLOSING MAY I EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION TO THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
FOR THEIR CONTINUED LEADERSHIP, TOHN OFFICERS, DEPARTMENT HEADS










TRftNSHITTflL AND COHHENTflRY LETTER
BOARD OF SELECTKEN
TOUN OF COLEBRMK
COLEBROOK, NEU HAMPSHIRE 83576
IN PLANNING AND PERFORMING OUR AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEHENTS
OF THE TOUN OF COLEBROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1991 WE CONSIDERED THE TOWN'S INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE TO DETERMINE OUR AUDITING PROCEDURES FOR THE PURPOSE OF
EXPRESSING AN OPINION ON THE FINANCIAL STATEHENTS AND NOT TO
PROVIDE ASSURANCE OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE.
HOWEVER, DURING OUR AUDIT WE BECAME AWARE OF SEVERAL MATTERS THAT
ARE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STRENGTHENING INTERNAL CONTROLS AND
OPERATING EFFICIENCY. THIS LETTER DOES NOT AFFECT OUR REPORT
DATED JUNE 2, 1992 ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE TOWN OF
COLEBROOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
OUR FOLLOWING REMARKS ARE BEING MADE IN THE HOPE THAT THEY WILL
IMPROVE EXISTING PROCEDURES AND ARE IN NO WAY A CRITICISM OF TOWN
PERSONNEL.
1. SEPARATE WARRANT FOR ADDED TAXES
ADDED TAXES WERE INCLUDED IN THE ORIGINAL WARRANTS.
RECOMMENDATION
ADDED TAXES SHOULD NOT BE ENTERED ON THE ORIGINAL WARRANT
LIST. ADDED TAXES SHOULD BE INSERTED IN THE WARRANT BOOKS
AFTER THE ORIGINAL WARRANTS.
CREDIT BALANCE ON THE YEAR END PROPERTY TAX RECEIVABLE LISTS
THE TOWN'S YEAR-END ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE LIST SHOWS CREDIT
BALANCES FOR OVERPAYMENTS; THIS CAUSES A COMPLEX AND
INACCURATE TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT.
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RECOHHEHDATIOH
THE TOUN CAN GENERATE A MORE ACCURATE TAX COLLECTOR REPORT
BY ELiniHATING THE MATERIAL CREDIT BALANCES FROfI THE
PROPERTY TAX RECEIVABLE LIST.
3. CASH ACCOUNTS FOR LIBRARY FUND
THE LIBRARY FUND MAINTAINS SEVERAL CASH SAVINGS AND CHECKING
ACCOUNTS UHICH REQUIRE A DUPLICATE BOOKKEEPING EFFORT.
RECOHHENDATION
EXCESS CASH ACCOUNTS SHOULD BE CONSOLIDATED INTO A COUPLE OF
BANK ACCOUNTS TO ELIHINATE ADDITIONAL RECORD KEEPING.
«E EXTEND OUR THANKS TO THE OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE TOHH OF
COLEBROOK FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE DURING THE COURSE OF OUR AUDIT.
IT IS OUR OPINION THAT THE SELECTMEN, TOWN MANAGER AND STAFF ARE
DOING AN EXCELLENT JOB ADMINISTERING THE TOUN OF COLEBROOK.
VERY TRULY YOURS,
FRANCIS J. DINEEN, C.P.A.
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SUIfflARY OF RECEIPTS 1992
TOW OFFICES 334.79
TOWH HALL EXPENSES 4,598.88
TOHN CLERK FEES 171,568.88
TftX COLLECTOR-SflLLY S. UENTZELL 2,784,244.59
COLEBROOK DISTRICT COlffiT
TOW ORDINANCES FINES 3,697.88
OUTSIDE FIRES




1991 CEMETERY REBATE ON
WAGES 568.83
COLEBROOK CEBETERY 18,433.87
TOyN ASSISTANCE 535.96 11,888.54
INTEREST
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 13,473.88





BAIHTENANCE 8 EXP. 2,288.88
SALE OF CHLORIDE, SAND
CULVERTS, ETC. 2,897.95
RENTAL OF TOWN EQUIP. 1,874.45
STREET REPAIRS
(ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SHARE) 358.88
INSURANCE 426.88 6,948.48
SPECIAL EQUIP. PURCHASING FUND 148.63
STATE OF NEU HAMPSHIRE
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 55,272.65
REVENUE SHARING DIST. 122,679.31
STATE SHARE OF SEWER





FIRST COLEBROOK BANK TO
FIRST NH BANK 1,686,686.89
FIRST NH BANK TO
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 500,888.00 2,193,815.53
as
TEIW)RflRY LOflHS
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 1,488,888.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 6,729,781.15
ifm UITHDRAUAL FROH GENERAL
CHECKING ACCOUNT TO PAY FOR A









PATRIOTIC PURPOSES: tEMKIAL MY





TAXES MXiSHT lY THE TOVN 186,341.98
VERSHIRE 1,0N.M
EQUIPtCMT PUiCHRSING RMD 17,276.57
MATER I SEHER TMMIUGH TAX SALE 15,836.58
HATER 8 SEHER TRANSFERS 3,748.43
REFUO TO OTIER KPARTNEHTS 846.75
TEmRARY LOANS 1,688,888.88
TRANSFER FROM 1ST COLENOOK TO 1ST NH 1,685,888.88
TRANSFER FRQN 1ST HH TO 1ST CQLEBROOK 588,888.88











CflPITM. RESERW AS OF DECENKR 31, 1992
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N. H. LAM READS IN PART, "THE SELECTHEN SHALL APPRAISE ALL PROPERTY AT ITS
FULL AND TRUE VALUE." THE SELECTHEN STRIVE TO ACCOHPLISH THAT AND ENGAGES
THE SERVICE OF fl PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE APPRAISER TO APPRAISE NEW
PROPERTIES AND IHPROVEHENTS IN EXISTING PROPERTIES.
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OFFICE OF TIE TOW CLERK
WRING THE YEAR EmiNB 1992, I HAVE RECORDED IN THIS OFFICE 49 DEATHS, M
IIRTKS ANI lb NARRIAGES.
I HAVE ISSUED 2,771 HOTOR VEHICLES AH0UNTIH6 TO THE SW OF I1U,553.II.
THE SUN OF M3l.il HAS PAID TO HE ON 174 DOS LICENSE'S.
I HAVE RECEIVED «7.ll IN FILIN6 FEES, illl.ll IN DAD CHECK COLLECTION FEES,
fSI.ll CHECKLIST SOLD AND «2,K4.M IN HARRIAGE LICENSES AND VHAL
STATISTICS, AND I4.N IN IICYCLE LICENSES, (TO BE PAID TO T)E STATE).
A TOTAL OF I171,6M.M HAS DEPOSITED WITH THE TOHN TREASURER.
DUE TO AN INSUFFICIENT FUND CHECK IN TtE AMOUNT OF $4I.N, THE ACTUAL ANOUNT




DE6IHNIH6 lALAHCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 1992 $64,519.71
DEPOSITS:
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 3,125,N2.I1
FIRST NH BANK 2,56ft,95l.81
CHECKS DRRHN:
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 3,149,691.21
FIRST NH BANK 2,533,251.61





BflUWGE AS OF DECODER 31, 1991 11,557.76
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 356.43
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 11,914.19
ARTICLE 24-1987 TOUH IEETIN6
ARTICLE 23-19M TOVN HEETIN6
ARTICLE 1S-19A9 TOUN HEETIH6
ARTICLE 21-1998 TOUN MEETING
PETTY CASH FUNDS
OECKING ACCOUNT:
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1991
TOyN OF COLEBMOK BRIDGE FUW
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991 2,3K.31
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 95.42
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992 2,481.73
THE NAME MAS CHANGED FROM PLEASANT STREH BRIDGE FUND TO
TOVN OF COLEBROOK BRIDGE FUND AT THE 19A2 TONN HEETIHG.
BEAN BRIDGE FUND
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991 14,645.97
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 549.S9
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 15,195.M
SANITARY LANDFILL
SANITARY LANDFILL CLOSURE FUND
ACCOUNT NO. 1
HONEY HARKH
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1991 1M,%1.18
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 6,193.73
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 1992 171,154.83
ACCOUNT NO. 2
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITS
BALANCE AS OF JUNE 38, 1991 164,854.25
INTEREST TO JUNE 38, 1991 7,835.51
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 171,889.76
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 11,734.39
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 183,624.15
TOTAL AMOUNT IN SANITARY LANDFILL aOSURE FUND 354,778.98
SANITARY LANDFILL EQUIPHEHT RESERVE FUND
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1991 53,769.64
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 1,656.26
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 1992 55,428.18
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TOM OF COLEMOOK COHMMin BEVELOnCHT BLOCK GRAHT
LOflN MYMENT MXOUNTi
MLMCE ON LOAN 1991 5,IN.II
MLflMX ME BECEHKR 31, 1992 S,lll.ll
HI/FI AGGOUNT
EltlNB MLMCE KCEMKR 31, 1991 33,134.44
HITMMMML8 NRIMB 1992
FOR EIEMEICY REPAIRS 57.75
INTEREST EARNO DURIHS 1992 1,121.38
MLANCE AS OF KCEIKR 31, 1992 34,197.17
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PLMMIH6BIMRI
THE COLEIMIOK PUNNIW MMRI MEETS MMTHLY, THE FIRST TUESMY, K6INNIHB AT
Tin P.H. IM THE TOW HALL COMFEREMCE ROM, AMD AT OTHER TIMES AS HAY K
nunO. THE ICARIMGS ARE OPEN TO THE PUHIC.
REVENUESi 1991 19%
BRIVEHAY PERHITS M.N 31-N
SIGN REMITS 415.11 268.N
MILBINB PERMITS 2,N5.N 2,132.11
SUniVISION PERMITS 1,131.15 913.SI
POSTAK-AiUTTERS NOTICES 23.85
ZONIHS OR&INANCES 90.11 71.11
SITE PLAN HAIVERS 302.00 333.00
LEOAL AN» LATE FEES 135.00
SUBBIVISIOH REGULATIONS 30.30 10.00
GRAVEL PIT REGULATIONS 10.00













EHCLOSED YOU HILL FIND THE POLICE DEPARTHEHTS ACTIVITY FOR THE YEAR OF 1992.
IT HAS BEEN AN ACTIVE YEAR FOR BOTH CRIHIHAL AHD HOTOR VEHICLE OFFENDERS.
HAHY HAH-HOURS HERE HOT ONLY SPENT BRIHGING THESE OFFENDERS THROUGH THE
COURT SYSTEH, BUT ALSO HAHY HOURS HITH THE PAPERWORK AND DEALING MITH THE
DEFENDANTS ATTORNEYS.
DURING THE YEAR OFFICER HYROH CROSSLEY GRADUATED FROH THE HIHETY SIX POLICE
ACADEHY AHD IS HOH A CERTIFIED FULL-TINE POLICE OFFICER. HE ALSO RECEIVED AH
(ma FOR BEING FIRST IN HIS aASS IH PHYSICAL FITNESS. OFFICER STEVE BRETON
CfflW.ETED HIS PART-TIHE POLICE SCHOOL, GRADUATING OCTOBER 24, 1992, AND IS
NOW A CERTIFIED PART-TIHE POLICE OFFICER. OFFICER HILLIAH LANGLEY ATTENDED
THE "DARE" TRAIHIW COURSE AT THE POLICE ACADEMY IN CONCORD. HE IS NOW AN
INSTRUCTOR AT THE COLEBROOR ELEHEHTARY SCHOOL. THE DRUG ABUSE RESISTWCE
EDUCATIOH PROGRAH IS A SEVEHTEEN HEEK PROGRAH. IT IS GOING VERY HELL UITH
THE YOUNG SCHOOL CHILDREN.
AT THIS TIHE I HOULD LIKE TO THAHK THE HAHY PEOPLE AND DEPflRTHENTS FOR THEIR
ASSISTANCE AND GUIDANCE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. INCLUDED ARE THE PERSOHHEL OF
THE FIRE DEPARTHENT, AMBULANCE CORPS, DISPATCHERS, STATE POLICE, THE
CITIZENS OF COLEBROOK, DAVE DEUER, OUR NORTH COUNTY YOUTH COUNSELOR, THE
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CflLEHtOQK H0USIH6 IKINNEHEHT PftOGRM
9ETAILD REPORT
DECQKK 31, 1992


















2. REHA8ILITATI0N OF PRIVATE PROPERTIES
RECEIVES FROH STATE 178,388.88
RECEIVES FROH INTEREST
176,364.64
FROH HI FI ACCOUNT
RECEIVO FROH HOHEOHHERS
TOTALS FOR EHTIRE 8iiMIT PERIW




TOTAL RECEIVEB FROH THE STATE 1M,177.N
INTEREST ON HI n ACCOUNT 1,255.49
RECEIVE! FROH NQNEONNERS 4,829.13






HIS. EXPENSE (RENTAL EQUIP.)
TESTING EQUIPHENT












ULTRA VIOLET SEWERAGE INTEREST 7,888.88 5,588.88
MILEAGE EXPENSE 258.88 258.88
GENERAL STRUCTURE 1,888.88 5M.88
LAGOONS 11,888.88
AERATORS 5,888.88 5,888.88
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 146,814.88 174,834.88
ENDING BALANCE 6,6A7.88 2,541.64
TRUCK ENCUHBERED FUND TO BE PAID IN 1993 $1,888.88.
SECONDARY SEUERAGE TREATMENT SYSTEM
BALANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991 3,337.91
INTEREST EARNED DURING 1992 39.71
CLOSED OUT BY PAYMENT ON SEUERAGE
TREATMENT LOAN 3,377.62
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1992 8.88
SECONDARY SEWERAGE TREATMENT LOAN
NOTE BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1991 98,888.88























THE LINtflRY CWTIHUES TO GROM....IN HUHBER OF WMS AND
HflTERIftLS, IH THE SERVICES IT PROVIDES, IH CIRCULflTIOH,
AW IH THE HUHBER OF REGISTERED PATROHS. HAHY PEOPLE
HAVE EXPRESSED HOit FORTUNATE THIS COHHUNITY IS TO HAVE A
LIBRARY OF THIS SIZE AND QUALIH.
VE ARE CONTINUIHS THE "READ TO HE" PROJECT STARTED UITH
A GRANT FROH THE HORTHERN HEU HAMPSHIRE FOUNDATION.
EVERY NOTHER HHO HAS A CHILD BORN AT THE UCV HOSPITAL
RECEIVES A FREE PACKET FROIf THE LIBRARY WHICH INCLUDES A
BOOK, A T-SHIRT UHICH SAYS ON IT, "READ TO HE", A
CERTIFICATE TO RECEIVE ANOTHER FREE BOOK UHEN THE CHILD
IS ONE YEAR OLD, AND A BROCHURE TELLING ABOUT BOOKS
AVAILAR.E AT THE LIBRARY FOR CHILDREN AND OH PARENTING.
OUR LIBRARY UAS ONE OF FOUR IN THE STATE UHICH RECEIVED
A $58.86 PRIZE FOR AN INNOVATIVE PROGRAH TO PROMOTE
READING.
SEVERAL KINDS OF PROGRAHS HERE OFFERED THIS PAST YEAR
FOR ADU.TS MD CHILDREN WICH INCLUDE: PRESCHOOL STORY
AND ACTIVITY HOURS, SUffiER READING PROGRAHS FOR
CHILDREH, 4 PROGRAHS FOR CHILDREH TITLED "SAFE AT HOHE",
STORY TELLERS, THE LITTLE RED yAGON, "CONNECTIONS", A 4
SESSIW LITERACY PRt^Wffl FOR THOSE HAVING DIFFICULTY
READItffi, A PR0GR(»1 W DISADVANTMiED CHILDREH, SCHOOL ART
EXHIBIT, COOS COUHH EXTEHSION COUNCIL HEETINGS, ESTATE
PLANNING, NUTRITION BY SUZANNE HOLT, A H. H. RURAL ARTS
IHFORHATIONAL HEETING, A QUILT DISPLAY DURING THE HOOSE
FESTIVAL, VOICES BY THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF N.
H. FORESTS, DEALIHG WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE BY SAH
CORDWELL, HISTORY OF HERBS BY IHGRID GRAFF, THE
"CELEMMTION OF CHILDREH" UITH STORY TELLERS, HUSIC, AHD
AN mj DISPLAY ORGANIZED BY CINDY KITTRIDGE. ON JULY J.
WE HAD A STORY TELLER FOR CHILDREN AHD A BOOR, CRAFT,
AND FOOD SALE AND FLEA HARKET. UE RECEIVED ABOUT
il,^.N UHICH UAS USED HOSTLY FOR BOOKS. VOLUNTEERS
HAVE (€LPED UITH HANY OF THESE PROGRAHS. SEVERAL
DONATIONS HAVE BEEN HADE TO THE LIBRARY AHD SONE OF
T)£SE UERE GIVEH IN HEHORY OF LOVED ONES.
73
UE CflHHOT POSSIBLY PROVIDE ALL THE BOOKS AND HATERIALS
PEOPLE HEED. INTERLIBRARY LOAN HAS HELPED AND HAS
INCREASED AS HORE PEOPLE ARE BECOHIHG AUARE OF THIS
SERVICE. E-HAIL AND THE VAN SERVICE PROVIDED BY THE HEU
HA«>SHIRE STATE LIBRARY HAS EXPEDITED THE LENGTH OF TINE
UE RECEIVE MATERIALS FROH OTHER LIBRARIES. THE NEU
HAHPSHIRE STATE LIBRARY HAS AN 680 REFERENCE NUHBER FOR
LIBRARIES yniCH HELPS US AHSUER NOST REFERENCE QUESTIONS
UE CANNOT FIND, AND THEY PROVIDE US UITH HANY OTHER
USEFUL SERVICES.
THE LIBRARY RECEIVED A HATCHING GRANT TOWARDS A COHPUTER
AND PRINTER AND THEY UILL BE PURCHASED SOON. UE HAVE
APPLIED FOR A LITERACY GRANT AND A HATCHING FUNDS GRANT
TO HELP FINISH THE BASEMENT OF THE NEU LIBRARY.
THE BASEMENT OF THE ORIGINAL LIBRARY (FORMERLY THE
CHILDREN'S ROOM) IS NOU BEING USED BY THE ADULT TUTORIAL
PROGRAM. OTHER LIBRARIES IN THE NORTH COUNTRY HAVE
PROVIDED SPACE FOR THE ATP, BUT UE ARE THE ONLY ONE TO
PROVIDE A ROOM. CONSEQUENTLY, MORE PEOPLE ARE GETTING
THEIR GEDS. BESIDES EDNA BEAUCHEMIN, ATP VISTA LEADER
FOR THE NORTHERN AREA, TINA FERGUSON FROM THE NORTH
CiHJNTRY EDUCATION FOIMDATION IN GORIMM, AND SEVERAL
TUTORS HAVE BEEN UORKING UITH PEOPLE IN THIS AREA.
CLAIRE OUEN IS DOING THE TESTING. SINCE SEPTEMBER, 28
PEOPLE HAVE RECEIVED THEIR GEDS AND SOME OF THESE PEOPLE
ARE CONTINUING THEIR EDUCATION. THERE IS A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY HERE TO FURTHER THE EDUCATION OF THE 23* OF
THE POPULATION OVER 18 IN THE NORTH COUNTRY UHO DO NOT
HAVE THEIR HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA.
THE LOVERING MOUNTAIN ARTS ASSOCIATION UAS FORMED
THROl^H THE LIBRARY THIS PAST YEAR AND HOU MEETS AT THE
LIBRARY THE SECOND TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH. THEY HAVE
SHOUN A GREAT UILLINGNESS TO HELP THE LIBRARY UITH THE
il,888.8e GRANT THEY RECEIVED FROM THE NEU HAMPSHIRE
RURAL ARTS. THEY PLAN TO SHEETROCK ONE UALL OF THE
BASEMENT AND UITH THE HELP OF THE KIUANIS, HAKE A STAGE.
THIS ROOM UILL BE USED FOR LARGE PROGRAMS. THE LMA UILL
BE A GREAT COMMUNITY RESOURCE BECAUSE OF THE MANY AND
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VARIES ARTS AND CRAFTS PEOPLE IN THIS AREA. AT CHRISTMAS
TIHE THEY HELPED yiTH THE "CELEBRATION OF CHILDREN" AND
PRESENTED A NATIVITY PAGEANT AT THE GYH.
THE COLEBROOK AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY HEETS AT THE
LIBRARY THE SECOND THURSDAY OF EACH HONTH. THE COLEBROOK
GARDEN CLUB HEETS THE FIRST HONDAY OF EACH HONTH AND
HOLD SOHE OF THEIR MEETINGS AT THE LIBRARY.
sm.m. FRon "doun under" cane into the library once and
ASKED IN A DER(M)ATORY HANNER, "UHAT DO YOU DO AR(HMD
HERE FOR EHTERTAINHENT?" NO, COLEBROOK DOES NOT HAVE
FAKY NIGHTCLUBS, THEATERS, OR HUSEUHS, BUT UE DO HAVE
Zmim PEOPLE UHO ARE INVdVED UITH THE COHHUNITY IN
VARIOUS WAYS AND VHO PROVIDE SERVICES AND ENTERTAINHEHT
FOR THE PEOPLE IN THIS AREA. THERE IS THE LIBRARY AND
THE SCHOOLS MHO PROVIDE ALL KINDS OF SERVICES AND
PROGRAMS, THE L0VERIN6 ROUHTAIN ARTS ASSOCIATION TO
PROVIDE ARTS, CRAFTS, AND CULTURAL PROGRAMS, THE
COLEBROOK AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY TO PRESERVE OUR
HERITAGE AND PRESENT HISTORICAL PROGRAMS, THE COLEBROOK
GMDEN CLUB FOR RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,
AND THE ADULT TUTORIAL PROGRAM TO PROMOTE LITERACY.
TVEKE. ARE MANY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND SELF-HELP GROUPS
SUCH AS THE KIWANIS AND CHURCHES AND CHURCH GROUPS,
«HICH yORK TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS
AREA. yORKIHG TOGETHER yE CAN PROVIDE FOR THE
EDUCATIONAL, INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL, RECREATIONAL, AND
SPIRITUAL NEEDS FOR THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY.
THE STAFF, TRUSTEES, AND I yOULD LIKE TO THANK THE
PATRONS AND FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY, VOLUNTEERS, AND TOyN
OFICIALS FOR THEIR SUPPORT. YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT yiLL
INSURE THAT THE COLEBROOK PUBLIC LIBRARY yiLL CONTINUE
TO mSi MD PROVIDE QUALITY KRVICE AND PROGRAMS FOR





COLEBROOK PUBLIC LIBRflRY REPORT
1992
IHCOHE
1. FOR OPERATION OF THE LIBRflRY:
BflLAHCE ON HAND-JANUARY 1,
EXPENDITURES
6. SPECIAL EQUIPHEHT FUND:
BflLftHCE ON HflND-1/1/93 1,798.42
7. HOHER BEECHER FUND:
BW.flHCE OH HftND-1/1/93 2,935.37
(1)










ODD FELLOUS BEQUEST 9,888.88
31,488.68
THE INTEREST ONLY FROH THESE FUNDS HERE RESERVED BY THE DONORS PRItlftRILY FOR













LIMARIAN EXP, STAFF TRAINING, S EXP.









































COLEBROOK VILLAGE CEHETERY ASSOCIflTIOM











INCINOLET TOILET I UIRING
UHENPLOYHEHT BENEFITS
HOVER REPAIRS
TOTAL AHOUNT FOR COLEBROOK CEHETERY BUDGET
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
AHOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TOyN APPROPRIATION
14, 288.
N
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE TRUST FUNDS
PRIHCIPM.
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 19% ft46,275.47
HEU FUNDS CREATED DURING 19S2 99,072.41
PRINCIPAL EXPENDED DURING 1992 185,639.64
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 839,788.24
INTEREST
BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 1, 1992 157,295.41
INCOHE EARNED DURING 1992 58,789.83
INCOHE EXPENDED FRON 1992 EARNINGS 25,811.93
BALANCE AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 182,192.51
TOTAL FUND IN TRUST AS OF DECEHBER 31, 1992 1,821,988.75
A3
FIRE PRECINCT REPORT
mm. REPORT OF THE COLEBROOK VILLAGE FIRE PRECINCT









RICHARD COLLINS TERN EXPIRES HARCH 1993
EARL A. BUNNELL II TERN EXPIRES HARCH 1994































PRECINCT SHARE OF COHHWICATIOH
(AWUNT RAISED $3,888.88)
TOUN OF COLEBROOK, RADIO COHHUHICATION
RADIO EQUIPHEHT
(AHOUNT RAISED <2,619.%)
nOTOROLA INC. PAGER LEASE





TOVH OF COLEBROOK-yATER WORKS











































TOWN OF COLEBROOK-SOCIAL SECURITY S HEALTH
COLEWOOK FIRE DEPflRTHENT-PRECINCT OFFICERS
COLEBROOK FIRE DEPflRTHENT-PRECINCT FIRES


















TILLOTSOH RUBBER CO. 25.88
HEy ENGLAND TELEPHONE 192.88
IMJCRETS SPORTING GOODS 66.28
HFA TRAINING FEES 158.88
STATE OF HH-PERNITS 16.38
MARSHALL 8 KENT 9,652.88
BLOSSOH SHOP 79.88
PHILIP DUCRET-FIRE ACADEHY 571.78
ROBERT HILLS-yiLLIAn HAYHES HEHORIAL 388.
M
ROBERT KEHNEY-UATER SHUTTLE 158.88
BRADLEY SHELTRY-yATER SHUTTLE 88.88
yALLEY ADAIR-yATER SHUTTLE 78.88
RICHARD LAyTON-yATER SHUTTLE 68.88
HEVS 8 SENTINEL 88.85
FIRST COLEBROOK BANK 126.88
COLLINS VIDEO 24.25




H.H. FIRE STANDARDS 8 TRAINING 58.88
BRADLEY SHELTRY-SCHOOL 259.58
RONALD HUGHES-SCHOOL 243.25
FIRE TECH. 8 SAFETY 994.15
HILLS DEPARTHENT STORE 54.68
UCVH 79.25
BEECHER FALLS VFD 238.88
NH STATE FIREHENS ASSOC. 218.88
HURLBERTS STORAGE-1 YEAR 158.88
COLEBROOK AMBULANCE CORP. 67.39
SPORT ABOUT CHARLIE 48.88




COLEBROOK FLOOR CARE 5.88





THESE ITEHS ARE LISTED SEPftRftTELY BECAUSE THEY yERE REPAID THE PRECINCT FROH
CHARGES FOR FIRES OUTSIDE THE PRECINCT.
NUGENT MOTOR CO.
ARTICLE 15 OF THE HflRCH 25, 1966 PRECINCT HEETIHG-
IT WAS VOTED TO AUTHORIZE THE yARDEHS TO CLOSE THE PRESENT TRUCK FUND
SAVINGS ACCOUNT ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 14 OF THE yARRANT FOR THE
ANNUAL FIRE PRECINCT HEETING OF HARCH 89, 193S BY AUTHORIZING THE WARDENS TO
aOSE OUT SAID ACCOUNT AND ESTABLISH A TRUST FUND THEREFROH; THIS TRUST
Smi BE AN EXPENDABLE TRUST ESTABLISHED TO HEU HAMPSHIRE REVISED STATUTES
ANNOTATED 31:19a, AND THE HARDENS UERE APPOINTED AS AGENTS TO EXPEND SUMS
FROM THE TRUST FUND HHEN AN APPROPRIATION EXISTS.
BEGimiNG BALANCE 31,951.89
PROFIT FROH OUTSIDE FIRES IN 1991 &
AHOUNT RAISED BY TAXES 13,622.41
INTEREST EARNED IN 1992 2,136.85
ENDING BALANCE 47,710.35
EXPANDABLE EQUIPHENT AND/OR PROTECTIVE GEAR TRUST FUND
BEGINNING BALANCE 3,128.81
INTEREST EARNED 1992 175.47
ENDING BALANCE 3,383.48
SUmWRY OF PAYHENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 1992
CARE OF FIRE STATION
EQUIPHENT S SUPPLIES
HYDRANT SERVICE
PAYROLL FOR FIREHEH 8 OFFICERS





TRANSFER TO TRUCK FUND
RADIO EQUIPHENT
RECEIVED FOR SERVICES FOR FIRES
OUTSIDE THE FIRE PRECINCT
STATE OF N. H. PROFIT TAX
niSCELLANEOUS INCOHE
AHOUNT RAISED
LESS ANOUHT ESTIHftTED IN 19S1
UHCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAX flCCOMTS



























CORNIER SR., LEO PAUL

























GREEN NOUNTftIN PROP. INC.
HANEL JR., RAYHOND C.
HAHEL JR., RAYHOND C.
'
HAflEL SR., RAYHOND P.
1991
HftHEL SR., RAYMOND P.
PICHETTE, MHftLD
nARRIftGES
REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF COLEBROOK FOR THE YEftR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 199S
DATE NftHE 8 SURNAME OF
GROOM S BRIDE
RESIDENCE OF EACH AT
THE TIME OF MARRIAGE
91-31 WILLIAM K. NAROZANICK
LISA G. IRRGANG
8a-09 HAYNE H. LUKSHA
SUSAN E. SMILEY
84-26 ROBERT J. UNUK
AUTUMN L. MAYNARD
05-09 UYATT M. MARSH
TAMMY L. JOY
05-16 TIMOTHY P. DRISCOLL
TERESA L. PLASTER
05-25 PAUL E. GOODREAU
KRISTEN A. SMITH
95-30 TOBI R. BARRETT
JULIE K. MARQUIS
06-05 KEVIN J. ELDRED
RAMMY DESROSIERS
06-20 JONATHAN S. FRIZZELL
KATHERINE M. TUCKER
06-27 LELAND J. BROOKS
ANN M. GOODUIH
07-09 JASON R. BLAY
MELINDA T. LABONTE
07-11 THOMAS H. WALKER, JR.
SUEANN M. PERRY
07-11 BRUCE E. HOLT
SUSAN D. RICHARDSON
07-25 PETER A. SEVEE
DEBORAH L. WILSON
07-25 OTIS H. GOULD
ARLENE C. SWEENEY
07-25 BRYAN S. GERBER
MARNIE L. LAY
98-01 MICHAEL S. KNAPP
MILDRED K. HARTWELL
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